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Methodology for the Relative Risk
Assessment in the LDF Safety Analysis

Report

1.0 Summary

This document provides the methodology used for the relative risk assessment
performed in the LDF Safety Analysis Repori. The safety analysis for a facility of
the hazard level of the LDF Complex (Buildings 490L, 492 are low hazard) should
be mostly qualitative. This was the approach taken for the LDF risk assessment,
where qualitative descriptors were assigned to event consequences and frequencies.
The event consequences and frequencies were then combined using a risk matrix to
obtain an assessment of the relative risk presented by each event to LDF workers
and to the public. The development of the risk matrices is the main subject of this
report. The matrices have been applied in the LDF SAR (LLNL, 1997).

2.0 Overview of Methodology For Risk Matrix
Development

Two risk matrices are developed here: a chemical risk matrix for workers, and a
chemical xisk matrix for the public. Two matxices were needed because the
consequence criteria used in establishing the matrices are different for workers and
the public. Each is a 4 x 4 matrix, with consequences on the vertical axis and
frequency on the horizontal axis.

In order to determine the relative risk presented by each of the 16 blocks of either of
the risk matrices, numerical valuw must be assigned. This is accomplished by
providing numerical values to the frequency and consequence axes. The prcxiuct of
the numerical values of frequency and consequence gives a range of numerical
values deftig the risk for each block. The numerical values for risk are compared
and binned into risk ranges, allowing the relative risk of each of the 16 blocks of
the matrix to be known. For simplicity and conservatism, the binning is based on
the highest numerical value associated with a risk block (as opposed to using the
range of values).

The basis for the numerical values for frequencies and consequences is given
below. This is followed by the approach used for binning into risk ranges. The
risk matrices are provided at the end of the document.
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2.1 Frequency Levels

All of the matrices have the same four frequency categories: Frequency Category 1,
Frequency Category 2, Frequency Category 3, and Frequency Category 4.
Numerical ranges were assigned to each category as given below. These ranges am
commonly used for frequency binning, although the name given to a ptut.icular
category may vary (DOE, 1994; DOE 1989a).

~:
Condition exists or is expected at the facility (f >101 yrl).

~.
Incidents that may occur several times during the lifetime of the facility
(10-1 yr-l > f >10-2 yr-l).

M@uQ&mQ
Accidents that are not anticipated to occur during the lifetime of the facility
(10-2yr-l > f >104 y#).

~
Accidents that will probably not occur during the life cycle of the facility
(104 yr-l > f > 10%yr-~).

~
All other accidents (facility (f c 104 yr_l).
The probability of occurrence is so small that a reasonable scenario is not
conceivable. These events are not considered in the facility design or
safety analysis.

2.2 Consequence Levels

The consequence categories are provided below. They were selected to cover the
range of potential impacts to workers or the public. The chemical consequences
were selected on the basis of acute health effects$.

~.
There is easentkdly no noticeable impact.
LDF Workers: exposure to chemical concentration less than TLV-TWA2
Public exposure to chemical concentration less than one-tenth the TLV-
TWA

~.
The impactisminoq reporting maybe nxpired.
LDF Workers exposure to chemical concentration between TLV-TWA
and ERPG-2S or equivalent worker injury

1None of the chemicals conaidcmd in the LDF risk assessment were carcinogens. If this methodology were
to be applied to anothersituation, where carcinogens were of interest the methodology should be reviewed
to ensure thst these types of effects are appropriatelyincluded.
%’LV-TWA ‘I%reaholdLimit Value, Time Weighted Average, is the maximum concentration level of
hazardousmaterialto which a workercan be exposed for 8 hoursper day, 40 hoursper week.
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Pub& exposure to chemical concentration between one-tenth the TLV-
TWA and ERFG-14 or equivalent

~.
The impact is signMcant.
UW Workers exposure to chemical concentration between ERPG-2 or
equivalent and ERM-35 or equivalent lost-time inju~, chemical
exposure causing significant discomfort or which is somewhat disabling
PubZiCexposure to chemical concentration between ERPG-1 or equivalent
and ERPG-2 or equivalen~ i.e. measurable chemical exposure

~
The impact is severe.
LDF Worhzrs: exposure to chemical concentration above ERPG-3 or
equivalent i.e. death, disability, potential severe short-temn health effects.
Public exposure to chemical concentration between ERPG-2 or equivalent
and ERPG-3 or quivalent

The consequence criteria nquire further developmen~ as the determination of
relative risk within the matrices rquixes numerical values. The consequence scale
should be expmsed in terms reflecting the relative magnitude of harm or injury that
would be associated with exposure to a certain chemical concentration. In some
cases, the numerical values of EWG-2 and ER.FG-3concentrations are different by
less than a factor of two; in other cases, they may differ by an order of magnitude.
But, the magnitude of harm or injury associated with any of the ERPG
concentrations is defin~ and the same definitions apply for all chemicals. Thus, it
is mom appropriate to define a scale for chemical consequences representing the
level of ham from an exposure, rather than the concentration to which one was
exposed.

In order to define a scale, some level of subjectivity will be involved. Values of
harm or consquenm should be related to a mfenmce point. For example, the harm
associated with exposure to the TLV-TWA concentration could be set equal to one.
If it is assurn@ that below the TLV, the consequence associated with exposure is
linear, then exposure to a concentration of one-tenth the TLV-TWA would give a
value for the consquertce scale of 0.1.

At the ERPG-1 level, one may experience some mild adveme health effects or
pemeive an objectionable odor. This is clearly a mom significant consequence
when compamd to an exposure to the TLV-TWA where continuous exposure for

3ERPG2 Emergency Response Planning Guide, Level Z as defined by the American IndustrialHygiene
Association, is the maximum airborneconcentrationlevel of hasardousmaterial below which it is believed
thatnearly all individuals could be exposed for up to one hourwithout experiencing or developing
irreversibleor other serious heahh effects or symptoms thatcould impair their ability to take protective
action.
4 ERPG-1: Emergency Response Planning Guide, Level 1, ss defined by the American IndustrialHygiene
&wciation, is themaximumairborneconcentrationlevelofhazardousmaterialbelowwhichit is believed
thatnearlyall individualscouldbeexposedforuptoonehourwithoutexperiencingotherthanmild
transientadversehealtheffectsorperceivingaclearlydefinedobjectionableodor.
5~~.3: ~ergenq Respon~ Pfing ~&, Level3,u defin~by the beriw Industid Hygiene

Association, is the maximum airborneconcentrationlevel of hazadous materialbelow which it is believed
thatnearly all individuals could be exposed for up to one hourwithout experiencing or developing life
threateningeffects.
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40 h a week would not result in any health effects. Since this is only an
W- XIM~OdOIOgYfor ~ng events ml~ve to one mother, it would be
reasonable to assign the health effects associated with exposure at the 13RPG-1 level
a value of 10.

At the ERPG-2 level, one may experience reversible health effects. ‘IMS
consequence was judged to be 10 times more severe than the consequences one
might experience at exposure to the ERPG-1 level. The value assigned to the
ERPG-2 health effects on the consequence scale would then be 100 (relative to the
TLV-TWA reference point, which is assigned a value of 1).

At the ERPG-3 level, one may experience irreversible health effeclx. Because these
health effects could include permanent disability, this was thought to be
considerably more severe than exposure at the ERPG-2 level. Thus, the ERPG-3
consequences were assigned a value 100 times greater than the ERPG-2
consequences. On the consequence scale, ERPG-3 consequences would then have
a value of 10,000. Another way to look at this is in terms of a trade-off. It was
thought to be reasonable to consider the exposure of 100 individuals (either
workers or members of the public) to the ERPG-2 concentration, resulting in
temporiuy but signifkant effects, equal to the exposure of 1 individual (also in
either population) to the ERPG-3 concentration, which could result in permanent
effects.

The last consequence of interest is death, and this was utilized only for the
development of the worker risk matrix. Again, this health effect was thought to be
significantly more severe than the previous level, and the consequences were
assigned a value 100 times greater than the ERPG-3 consequences. On the
consequence scale, this resuks in a numerical value of 106 for death. In terms of a
trade-off, it seemed reasonable that exposure of 100 workers to the ERPG-3
concentration, potentially resulting in permanently disabling effects, was
approximately equal to the exposure of 1 worker to a lethal concentration, which
would result in death.

The numerical values for the consequence scale are summarized below:

~ .

LDF Workers exposure” to chemical concentration less than TLV-TW*
in relative terms, less than 1
Public exposure to chemical cmcentration less than one-tenth the TLV-
TWA in relative tams, less than 0.1

Cate- .

LDF Workers exposure”to chemical concentration belsveen TLV-TWA
and ERPG-2 or equivalen~ in relative terms, between 1 and 100
Public exposw to chemical concentration between one-tenth the TLV-
TWA and ERPG-1 or equivalent in relative terms, between 0.1 and 10

Categ!xy 3.

JLIWWorkers exposure “tochemical concentration between ERPG-2 or
~o~alent and ERM-3 or equivskn~ in relativeterms, between 100 and

Public exposure to chemical concentration betswmn ERPG- 1 or
equivalent and ERPG-2 or equivalen~ in relative terms, between 10 and
100
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Categom4.
LIY Workzvw exposure” to chemical concentration above ERPG-3 or
e#valent, up to and including dea@ in relative terms, between 104 and

Public exposure to chemical concentration between ERPG-2 or
~o~ivalent and ERPG-3 or equivalent in relative terms, between 100 and

.

3.0 Assignment of Risk Ranges

Risk is the product of frequency and consequence. For each block in the two risk
matrices the corresponding numerical values for frequencies and consequences
wexe multiplied, providing a numerical value for the risk Since the frequencies and
consequences span a range of values, the risk will also span a range of values. To
simplify the process, and to be conservative, the highest values of hquency and
consequence corresponding to a given block were used to determine a value for
risk. These values are indicated on Figures 1 and 2.

As an example, for worker events (Figure 1), Consequence Category 2 ranges from
1 to 100, and F~uency Category 2 ranges from 10-2to 10-1/yr. The numerical
values for risk for the block on Figure 1 corresponding to Consequence Category 2
and Frequency Category 2 would range from 10 to 10. For simplicity and
Conservation the highest value, 10, was used in the risk binning, and this value is
shown on tie figure. This process was similarly applied to give the numerical
values on all of the blocks in Figwes 1 and 2.

The next step was to identify blocks of the matrices, which mpmsent similar risk.
This was done by establishing five risk bins, representing five risk levels. Five
risk levels were thought to be adquate to allow for enough distinction between
events on a 4x4 matrix. Also, there were thee reasonable mfemnce points from
which one could make risk level assignments, and this lead to a total of five risk
levels These wem identified as Risk Levels 1 through 5, with Risk Level 1
representing the lowest rislGand Risk Level 5 representing the highest risk.

Three premises were identified on which the binning and Risk Level selection were
based

(1) The risk associated with sn event in Frequency Category 1 snd resulting in the
upper bound Category 1 consequence to the public would be the upper bound for
risk in Level 1.

(2) The risk associated with an event in Frequency Category 1 and mmdting in the
upper bound Category 1 consequence to workers would be the upper bound for
risk in Level 2.

(2) The risk associated with an event in Frequency Catego~ 2 (event occurring
sometime during the life of the facility) resulting in the death of a worker (i.e. upper
bound for Category 4 consequence for workers) would be the lower bound for risk
in Level 5.
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Risk levels 3 and 4 wem selected to fit evenly between risk levels 2 and 5.

Figures 1 and 2 present the risk matrices, and numerical values associated with each
risk block for chemical risk to workers and to the public.

An upper bound for Risk Level 1 can be obtained from premise 1 noted above.
This would correspond to the highest numerical value of risk associated with a
Category 1 consequence to the public from a Frequency Category 1 occurrence.
The highest numerical value associated with a Catego~ 1 consequent to the public
is 0.1 (corresponding to a concentration equal to one-tenth the TLV-TWA). ‘Ihe
highest fkequency associated with a Frequency Category 1 event is 1 (yr’1). Thus,
the numerical value for the risk would be 0.1, and Risk Level 1 would include all
blocks on Figures 1 and 2 with numerical values of risk less than or equal to 0.1.

An upper bound for Risk Level 2 can be obtained from premise 2 noted above.
TMs would correspond to the highest numerical value of risk associated with a
Category 1 consequence to workers from a Fxequency Category 1 occurrence. The
highest numerical value associated with a Category 1 consequence to workers is 1
(corresponding to a concentration equal to the TLV-TWA). The highest frequency
associated with a Frequency Category 1 event is 1 (yr-l). Thus, the numerical value
for the risk would be 1, and Risk Level 2 would include all blocks on Figures 1 and
2 with numerical values of risk between 0.1 and 1.

A lower bound for Risk Level 5 can be obtained from premise 3 noted above. In
this case, the value would correspond to the least likely event that could occur
during the life of a facility (i.e. Frequency Categoxy 2 event) that could result in
death to a worker. The low end of the Frequency Category 2 range is 10-2(yr-l).
The numerical value associated with death was selected at 10s. The product of
frequency and consequence gives a numerical value of 104. Thus, Risk Level 5
would include all blocks on F@res 1 and 2 with numerical values of risk greater
than 1o’.

The other two risk ranges were assigned to fit between these bounds as noted
below

Risk Level 1: risk value< 0.1
Risk Level 20.1< risk values 1
Risk Level 3: 1 <risk value~ 100
Risk Level 4 100< risk value< 104
Risk Level 5: risk value> 10’

4.0 Assignment of Relative Risk

The numerical values on each risk matrix (obtained by multiplying the appropriate
consequence value and frequency value) were compared to the risk range values
given in the previous section. This allowed each of the risk blocks to be assigned a
Risk Level. In each of the two figures, blocks of similar risk level were shaded the
same. The shading of each block will allow one to determine if an event placed in
that risk block presents more or less risk than an event in another risk block.
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Some observations can be made regarding the risk matrices. It is appmnt that the
region of low risk (Risk Level 1) has expanded for the public, while that of Level 5
risk does not exist, and that of Risk Level 4 has become smaller when compamd to
the worker matrix. This is a direct result of the lower consequence values assigned
to the public consequence categories. Because the numerical consequence criteria
are lower for the public, the risk value for a given block will be lower. Since the
risk binning process uses the same numerical values for workers and the public,
more blocks from the public risk matrix will fall into the lower risk levels. When
placing the blocks of a risk matrix into risk bins, the workers and the public rue
viewed the same, i.e. the same criteria are used. In effect, this normalizes the risk
to both populations.

The figures indicate (by similar shading of the risk blocks that are being compared)
that a Frequency Category 3 event resulting in a Category 4 consequence to a
worker (including death) presents sirnilsr risk to a Frequency Category 1 or 2 event
xesulting in a Category 4 consequence to the public. Or, a Frequency Category 4
event resulting in a Category 4 consequence to a worker (including death) presents
similar risk to a Frequency Catego~ 1 or 2 event occurring with a Category 3
consequence to the public.

5.0 Application of Risk Matrices

To make use of the risk matrices, it is first necessary to identify events that will or
might occur at the facility. This is accomplished through a detailed hazards
analysis. Each event should then be assigned frequency and consequence
descriptors. For most events, there will be two consequences descriptors: one for
the public and one for workers. In some cases, a given event may affect only one
population. It is not necessary to quantitatively evaluate a frequency and
mnsequence for each event These only need to be known well enough to place an
event into a category (i.e. known within a range of values). The criteria for the
tiequency and consequence categories given hem am to be used as guidelines. The
frequency and consequences associated with an even~ can be based on judgrnen~
or estimated from existing documentation on the facility of interest or other simikw
facilities.

Once fkxpncies and consequences have been assigned to all events identified for
the facility, the relative risk associated with each event can be determined Each
event should be reviewed and placed in the appropriate block of the relevant matrix
or matrices (two matrices would be used if an event can affect both workers and the
public). The relative risk is detemdned from the shading of the block where the
event is placed.

Once the dative risk of all events identified for a facility is known, those
presenting higher risk can be studied in more detail. Events presenting relatively
higher risk would be readily identified by this process and might be candidates for
risk reduction.
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